
6:45-7:30PM (45 minutes)

6:45 - Intro

6:50 - Open Chords

7:10 - My Redeemer Lives

7:20 - Q&A

Alternative topics:

CAPO work

'drones'

Make sure you can change chords quick

Practice and experiment
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Using the dominant 7th in major chords

Dominant 7th chords are used in place of regular major chords when the mood fits. There's no 

hard and fast "rule", but dom-7th chords generally give the major chord more depth, and all 

because of one additional note, known as the... dominant 7th.

Remember in the last lesson I asked you to try and observe which note/string we were 

changing to turn major into minor chords? Well, it's a good idea to do the same here - Take a 

look at the dominant 7th chords below and see if you can identify how the basic major chord 

has been altered. The fingering shapes should seem familiar from the first major chord lesson, 

with slight changes to accommodate this dominant 7th...

Click the diagrams to hear the chord

E7 open position chord
Alternative (higher dominant 7th)

A7 open position chord

Alternative (higher dominant 7th)

Use your index finger flat across the D G and B strings. Make 
sure all strings sound cleanly when fretted.

D7 open position chord

Open Chords
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G7 open position chord
Alternative (lower dominant 7th)

C7 open position chord

B7 open position chord

Using the 7th in minor chords
Now we're modifying those basic minor chords to become 7th chords. Like above, adding the 
same 7th note gives the minor chords a fuller sound. It's just an easy way to beef up those 

regular chords.

Click the diagrams to hear the chord

Em7 open position chord
Alternative (higher dominant 7th)
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Am7 open position chord
Alternative (higher dominant 7th)

Dm7 open position chord
Try using your first (index) finger flat across those top 2 strings, making sure each note in the 

chord sounds cleanly and in harmony.

Open major 7th chords
Not to be confused with the dominant 7th chords from above, which were major chords with 

the added flat 7th. Major 7th chords are major chords with an added major 7th. Confused? I 

don't blame you! The best way to tell the difference at first is to see and hear it, so take a 

look and listen below and see the difference between the major 7th and dominant 7th chords. 

Again, it's just one single note responsible for the difference (hint: with the E shape, it's the D 

string)...

Click the diagrams to hear the chord

Emaj7 open position chord Amaj7 open position chord

Dmaj7 open position chord Gmaj7 open position chord

Cmaj7 open position chord
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Pasted from <http://www.fretjam.com/open-7th-guitar-chords.html> 
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My Redeemer Lives
Intro:  E7  A7  E7  A7  

Verse:
E7           A7
   I know He rescued my soul,
E7               A7
   His blood has covered my sin,
    E7   A7    E7   A7
I believe, I believe;
E7               A7
   My shame He's taken away,
E7            A7
   my pain is healed in His name,
    E7   A7    E7   A7
I believe, I believe.
Bsus
   I'll raise a banner;
A2(no3)        Bsus
   My Lord has conquered the grave.

Chorus:
     E      A           C#m7   Bsus
My Redeemer lives, my Redeemer lives;
     E      A           C#m7   Bsus
My Redeemer lives, my Redeemer lives.

Bridge:
D                    A/C#
   You lift my burden, I'll rise with You;
    E/B             F#m7
I'm dancing on this mountaintop
   E/G#             Bsus
to see Your kingdom come.

©1998 Reuben Morgan Hillsongs / Integrity's Hosanna
Words and Music by Reuben Morgan

Pasted from <http://www.higherpraise.com/lyrics1/MyRedeemerLives.htm> 
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Why Use a Capo?

Get a different voicing (particularly true with multiple guitars)1.

Song is too high/low (transposing)2.

Some chords are too difficult3.

If you want a fresh sound (maybe you've mastered a particular key and you want a 

new key)

4.

How to use the capo:

Place it behind the fret as close to the fret without touching it (not on the 

fret)

1.

Make sure the capo is not fastened too loose (otherwise there's buzz)2.

Do not overtighten the capo - creates too much tension resulting in out of 

tuned guitars

3.

Capo Work
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God Of Wonders
Capo 3 (chords relative to capo)
Intro: Dsus Em/G C2

Dsus  Em7           C2
     Lord of all creation
Dsus Em7                 C2
     Of water, earth and sky,
Dsus  Em7                       C2
     The heavens are Your tabernacle,
Dsus  Em7                  C2
     Glory to the Lord on high.

      G                            Dsus D
     God of wonders beyond our galaxy,
             Am     C2
     You are holy, holy!
         G                           Dsus D
     The universe declares Your majesty,
             Am     C2
     You are holy, holy,
      C2                 Dsus
     Lord of heaven and earth... (2x echo)

Early in the morning,
I will celebrate the light.
When I stumble in the darkness,
I will call Your Name by light.

Em               
Hallelujah (guys)
        C2                 (Dsus D last time)
To the Lord of heaven and earth... (girls)
     [repeat 2x-3x]

©2000, New Spring Publishing
Words and Music by Marc Byrd and Steve Hindalong

Pasted from <http://www.higherpraise.com/Lyrics4/GodOfWonders.htm> 
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